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6 Claims. 

My invention relates to refrigerators and more 
particularly to cooling chambers and the acces 
sories thereof. 
An object of my invention is to utilize the anti 

friction tray supporting balls for performing the 
additional function of spacing the tray from the 
cooling chamber wall. ‘ . 

Another obj ect is to enable the removal of a tray 
from the chamber'through a relatively narrow 
door, thus tending to prevent a lowering of the 
temperature of the chamber incident to a rela 
tively larger door opening. 

Further objects are to adapt the tracks for 
facile removal of the trays; to facilitate manipu 
lation of the trays; and to prevent accidental 
tilting of the trays when the chamber door is 
open. 
An additional object is to secure the above ends 

in a simple and inexpensive construction. 
To the above ends primarily my invention con 

sists in such parts and in such combinations of 
parts as fall within the scope of the appended 
claims. ’  

In the accompanying drawings which 
part of this speciñcation, V 

Figure 1 is a refrigerator of the electric type 
embodying my invention, the door being shown 
open, 

Figure 2, a section on line 2-2 of Figure 1, the 
door being shown closed, 

Figure 3, a section on line 3_3 of Figure 2 
showing parts broken away, 

Figure 4, an enlarged elevation of a fragment 
of the section shown in Figure 3, 

Figure 5, a fragmentary perspective view of a 
reversed tray, 

Figure 6, a horizontal section taken on line 6-6 
of Figure 3, the door being shown open, a section 
of the track removed, and a tra-y being in position 
of removal, 

Figures 7 and 8, two modified forms of track 
ends, and '  . . . 

.Figure 9, a fragmentary perspective view of one 
of the track ends. _ 

Similar characters of reference indicate similar 
parts throughout the views. 
In the drawings l5 is the casing of an electric 

refrigerator of cylindrical form, of which 16 is the 

form a 

ñoor, 17 the cylindrical side, and 18 the top, all 
provided with suitable insulation 19, andinclud 
ing an internal cylindrical Wall 20 constituting 
the side of a cooling chamber 22. The side 17 is 
provided with a rectangular opening 24 for the 
reception of a transversely curved insulated door 
26 supported by hinges 27 and whose inner wall 

(C1. 31a-183) 

29 is continuous with the wall 20 when the door is 
closed. , - l 

Integral with or attached to the wall 20 are in 
terspaced annular tracks 32, in this instance two 
in number. Each track is of thin sheet metal and 
comprises two arcuate sections 33 and 34. ~The 
former is transversely triangular including a hori 
zontal top wall 36, a depending back or attach 
ing wall 37, and an inclined front wall 38. Both 
ends of each section 33 are closed by walls 39 
which may _be omitted without departing from the 
spirit of this invention. The ends of the top walls 
36 are shorter than the walls 37 and 38 forming 
end orifices 40 andin conjunction with the ex 
posed upper edges of the walls 37', 38, and, 39, hori 
zontal depressions or seats 4l. An, annular series 
of screwsl43 attach each wall 37 to the chamber 
wall 20. The ends of the sections 33 are equi 
spaced from the side of the door opening 24. 
The section 34 of the track 32 is a flat arcuate 

plate of a thickness corresponding to the thick» 
ness of the wall 36. Integral with or fixed to 
the lower face of the plate centrally of each 
end of the latter is a lip or projection 45 con 
stituting a downwardly oiîset horizontal longi 
tudinally projecting portion. Normally» the end 
portions ofv each plate 34-rest in the seats 41 
with the terminal edges of the plate abutting 
the ends of the top wall 36 of its companion 
section, and with its upper face in theplane of 
the upper face of said wall to aiïord a practi 
cally unbroken bearing surface. The projecting 
portions 45 of the plate when in normal operative 
position abut against the lower face of the 
wall 36. ‘ . 

Supported on each track or run 32 is a circu 
lar tray or container 47 for food. Another like 
container is supported on the bottom 49 of the 
cooling chamber, as shownin Figure 3. Each 
tray comprises a circular base 51, and a vertical 
peripheral flange 52 provided with an annular 
series of finger holes 53 to facilitate manual 
rotation of the tray. The base is provided with 
circulation openings which may be of any-pre 
ferred number, shape, arrangement, or con 
struction. In this instance the openings 55 are 
the interstices of a circular` sheet 56 of metallic 
mesh bound over a ring 57 resting in an annular 
depression 59 in the annular marginal portion 
60 of the base 51. 
A series of rectangular ball cages or sockets 

62 are annularly arranged on the bottom of each 
tray base, each having a back wall 63 and side 
walls 64 from which lextendlateral lugs 66 fixed 
by solder or otherwise to the lower face of the 
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container base, which constitutes the upper wall 
of the cage. The front and bottom walls 67 
and 68 are provided respectively .with curved 
recesses 69 and 70 merging with each other and 
forming resultant inwardly directed bearing 
prongs 70X at the lower forward corner of the 
cage where the recessed walls converge. 
Through the recesses 69 and 70 project respec 

tively the segments ,71 and 72 Aof an antifriction 
ball 73 which moves as a sliding fit in the cage 
Walls, and is supported at its lower forward 
corner by the prongs 70X. Since the front Walls 
67 of the cages are upon the margin of the tray 
bases the projecting ball segments 7l, which 
contact with the cooler wall 20, serve to substan 
tially space the tray from the latter. The ball 
segment 72 rolls upon the tops of the supporting 
tracks 32 or upon the cooler bottom 49. 

If desired a modified form of track construc 
tion may be employed. For instance, ,as shown 
in Figure 7, the back wall 37 may be omitted, 
and the remaining track walls 36, 38, and 39 be 
formed integral with the cooler wall 20. 
A further modiñed form of track, as shown 

in Figure 8, may omit the track wall 38, lower 
the height of the attaching wall 37 as at 77 near 
its end and add a horizontal forwardly directed 
lug 78 in a lower plane parallel with the plane 
of the wall 36. This lug forms the support for 
the segment 34 whose projecting portion 45 is 
adapted to engage the bottom of the wall 36. 
In operation the trays are capable of being » 

turned to any convenient position relatively to 
the doorway by insertion of the operator’s finger 
in the openings 53. 
The trays, which are of greater diameter than 

the door opening, may be removed by first de 
taching the track segment 34 from the section 

' 33 which is effected by initially lifting the for 
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ward edge of the same to withdraw the projec 
tions 45 from engagement with the wall 36 and 
next laterally tilting the section to withdraw the 
same from the refrigerator casing.> This' affords 
room to laterally tilt the tray 47 to a position, 
such as shown in Figure 6, and withdraw it from 
the casing. The tilting operation and with 

, drawal of the tray would otherwise be impossible 
because of the necessary restricted 4space be 
tween adjacent trays and the relative narrow 
ness of the doorway. . 

The presence of the arcuate section in its'nor 
mal supporting position as a part of the track 
prevents a downward forward tilt of the tray 
under all conditions, and the entire track is 
firm and secure. _ 

\ The double function in a single friction roll 
of both bearing upon the track and spacing the 
tray from the chamber wall enables the _use of 
half the number of rolls to effect the same re 
sults, and at less expense than possible were the 
rolls positioned otherwise than in this structure. 

I claim: 
1. In a refrigerating chamber, a cylindrical 

wall, an arcuate track section attached to the Wall 
and including oriñces adjacent its ends, anar 
cuate track section flush with the first section 
including portions resting upon said ends of the 

1,941,905 
ñrst section and offset projecting portions ex 
tending into the orifices, a rotatable tray, and 
anti friction rollers upon the tray engageable with 
both sections. . 

2. In a refrigerating chamber, a cylindrical 
wall, an arcuate track section comprising a ver 
tical back wall fixed to the cylindrical wall, an 
upwardly inclined front wall fast to the' lower 
edge of the back wall, a top wall of less length 
,than the back and front walls, anarcuate section 
adapted to rest upon the back land _front walls 
flush with the tcp wall, and Aterminal projecting 
portions upon the secondsection'offset therefrom 
for overlapped engagement with the top wall, 
and a tray rotatably mounted upon both sections. 

3. In a refrigerating chamber, a cylindrical 
wall, an arcuate track sectionv comprising an up 
wardly inclined front wall integral at its lower 
portion with the cylindrical wall, a horizontal 
top wall integral with the cylindrical wall and 
front wall and of less length than the front wall, 
an arcuate section resting upon the front Ywall>> 
flush with the top wall, downwardly offset for 
wardly projecting terminal portions upon the 
second section adapted lto slidably engage the 
top Wall, and a tray rotatably mounted upon the 
sections. 

4. In a refrigerating chamber, a cylindrical 
wall, an arcuate track section comprising an up 
right portion fixed to the wall, a horizontal an 
nular flange portion-,integral with the upright 
portion and shorter than the latter, horizontal 
bearing lugs upon the upright portion beyond the 
flange portion and in a plane lower than that of 
the flange portion, a detachable arcuate track 
section comprising portions resting upon the lugs, 
and projecting terminal portions overlapped by 
the flange portion of the ñrst section, and a ro 
tatable tray supported upon both sections. 
’ 5. In a refrigerating chamber, a cylindrical 
wall, an annular track upon the wall, a tray above 
the track, an annular disposed series of cages 
comprising side walls, lateral lugs upon the side 
walls fixed to the bottom of the tráy, back wails 
integral with the side walls, front walls integral 
with the side walls, and bottom walls integral 
with the side walls and back Walls, the front 
walls and bottom walls being provided respec 
tively with curved recesses merging lwith Aeach 
other and defining inwardly directed bearing 
prongs at the lowerforward corners ofthe cage, 
and anti friction balls loosely retained within 
all the walls by the overlapping prongs, and 
having segmental portions projecting from .the 
recess of the front wall in engagement with the 
refrigerator wall, and having segments projecting 
through the recesses of the bottom wall resting 
upon the tracks. , 

6. In a refrigerating chamber, a cylindrical 
wall provided with an opening, a door in the 
opening, an annular track comprising a section 

' upon the >wall provided with orifices in its ends, 
and 'a detachable section adjacent the door -hav 
ing portions> extending into the orifices whereby 
it is supported by the first section. 
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